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We invite you to Rotterdam

The NtVP and ESTSS invite you to join us at the 16th European Society
for Traumatic Stress Studies Conference in Rotterdam, the Netherlands.
We are honored and proud to welcome you to Rotterdam, our beautiful
and vibrating city, that has a ranking in the top 10 of the most exciting
cities of the world (Lonely Planet 2016, Best in Travel).
The theme for the next 16th ESTSS-Conference will be:
Trauma in Transition
“Building Bridges”

As the main event in Europe for Traumatic Stress Studies, the
conference provides high quality contributions on a wide range of topics.
Challenging issues and updates on new therapeutic strategies are always
of great value for the participants of this conference to improve
prevention and treatment in the field of Psychotrauma. This will also give
(young) participants an opportunity to share their experiences with
experts in this field. To challenge our honorable members we will invite
distinguished speakers.
Contact information

Website

www.estss2019.eu

Dr. Miriam J.J. Lommen
University of Groningen (RUG)
Department Clinical Psych. & Exp. Psychopathalogy
Groningen, the Netherlands
Boardmember of the NtVP
Email: info@estss2019.eu

Partners:

Refreshingly Dutch, remarkably international

Rotterdam is an innovative city and well known for its architecture, the
international harbour, worldwide renown universities & research institutes
and home to 170 cultures. The city centre can be reached by direct train
in 25 minutes from Amsterdam Airport Schiphol and Rotterdam The
Hague Airport is only 10 minutes’ drive. Within the compact city centre
2.500 bedrooms are within walking distance of the Conference Centre “de
Doelen”, the venue for this conference.

Check our
conference
website for
the latest
information
regularly
The city of Rotterdam has received several international awards like:
Lonely Planet
Best in Travel 2016 - Top 10 city
the Academy of Urbanism:
The European City of the Year Award 2015
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